
$100bn 
in assets

For every

that a bank has,

$300mn in 
revenue 
growth 

It can achieve as much as 

by personalizing its 
customer interactions 

Temenos Onboarding, 
Origination and 
Servicing 
Reimagine customer 
banking journeys 

Banks have a new imperative to go beyond banking: 
delight your customers with consistent, human banking 
experiences across all channels – from seamless onboarding to 
streamlined origination and connected services.

New customer experience 
standards driven by increasing 
expectations, digital and 
technology, require banks 
to take a different approach 
to attract, engage and retain 
today's modern customer. 

Customers’ desires go beyond basic transactions.
Customers crave banking services that will positively 
impact their lives in the long-term.

Easier ways of paying bills or
sending money on time

Intelligent solutions to help them 
reach their life goals

Accurate recommendations
for budgeting and saving

A bank that gives back
(cause-based donations)
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Which of the following would be most appealing to you?

29%

22%

6%

43%



Discover Temenos Omnichannel Banking  
for Onboarding, Origination and Servicing 
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Seamless 

onboarding 
Flexible  and

agile origination 

Consistent and 
omnichannel 

engagement and 
servicing 

Temenos Omnichannel Banking 
for Onboarding, Origination and Servicing 

Customer view

Product 
simulator

ID scan & 
verification

Prospect 
management

Income & 
employment

Joint 
applications

Google 
address

Document 
submission

3rd party 
integration

Bank view

Customer 
view

Stage 
management

Quick 
approvals

Quick 
turnaround 

time

Underwriting 
& decisioning

SFDC
 integrated

Account 
funding

Transact 
integrated

Post-submissionPre-submission

Powered by AI, intelligent auto-decisioning and a 360-degree customer 
view for seamless and hyper-personalized experiences across the 
customer lifecycle. 

Temenos’ agile and extensible Onboarding, Origination and Servicing is 
a single, SaaS-first and core-agnostic solution based on packaged 
banking services to empower retail, business and commercial banks to 
deliver differentiated servicing, product offers and faster 
time-to-market across all channels. 

%

digital  

65
average reduction in 

onboarding
time

62%
average reduction 
in origination time 
through digital 
channels

65%
average increase in 
front-office STP rate 
for originations

Explore More

https://www.temenos.com/products/infinity/customer-acquisition/

